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Abstract: Zero-voltage ride through (ZVRT) is the extreme case of low-voltage ride through (LVRT),
which represents the optimal grid-connection capability of wind turbines (WTs). Enforcing ZVRT
will improve the dynamic performance of WTs and therefore significantly enhance the resiliency of
renewable-rich grids. A control scheme that includes a pitch system is an essential control aspect
of WTs riding through voltage dips; however, the existing control scheme with a pitch system for
LVRT cannot distinguish between a ZVRT status and a power-loss condition, and, consequently,
does not meet the ZVRT requirements. A system-level control scheme with a pitch system for ZVRT
that includes pitch system modeling, control logic, control circuits, and overspeed protection control
(OPC) is proposed in this paper for the first time in ZVRT research. Additionally, the field data are
shared, a fault analysis of an overspeed accident caused by a voltage dip that describes the operating
status at the WT-collapse moment is presented, and some existing WT design flaws are revealed and
corrected by the fault analysis. Finally, the pitching performance during a ZVRT, which significantly
affects the ZVRT performance of the WT, is obtained from laboratory and field tests. The results
validate the effectiveness of the proposed holistic control scheme.
Keywords: control scheme; variable-speed pitch; wind turbine (WT); zero-voltage ride through (ZVRT);
low-voltage ride through (LVRT); overspeed protection control (OPC)

1. Introduction
Currently, low-voltage ride through (LVRT) capability is necessary for grid-connected wind
turbines (WTs) in most countries and regions. This capability is intended to maintain a WT connection
to the grid for between several hundred milliseconds to a few seconds when the voltage at the point of
common coupling (PCC) dips, thereby large numbers of WTs from disconnecting from the grid due
to frequent voltage fluctuations in weak-grid areas. The extreme case of LVRT, termed zero-voltage
ride through (ZVRT), is defined by the voltage at the PCC falling to 0%, which represents the optimal
grid-connection capability of WTs. The standard grid code curves for LVRT and ZVRT are illustrated
in Figure A1.
The control scheme for a WT during a fault ride through (FRT) mainly consists of control strategies
for the converter and a control scheme with a pitch system. Zhu and Zhang et al. introduced
control strategies of the rotor-side converter (RSC) for LVRT in [1–4]. Liu and Yang provided useful
and simplified models of the grid-side converter (GSC) for LVRT in [4,5], although GSC control
during a ZVRT seems ineffective because the zero-voltage (ZV) dip causes the GSC to be essentially
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short-circuited. Some important equations for the transient analysis of the DFIG during a LVRT are
given in [6–8]. Cheng adds more details regarding the transient analysis in [9] and even describes each
step of the transient analysis procedure in various conditions. The equations to analyze rotor current
during a crowbar action are necessary to evaluate the performance of a DFIG during a FRT. Most of
the equations for the transient analysis of the DFIG in [6–9] were provided by Ouyang and Xiong in
the book [10]. Some additional parameters, such as the electromagnetic torque as well as the d-axis
and q-axis rotor currents, were collected from laboratory tests in [1,11] and are useful for reference.
Until now, however, few papers and results have been published regarding ZVRT. The only
advances in ZVRT research are presented in [12–15]. References [12,13] provided a comprehensive
control strategy under rapid pitch angle control, multiple levels of protection circuit response and
an improved excitation control strategy during ZVRT. Reference [14] focused on the issue of reactive
current injection during ZVRT. The models in [12–14] can be refined into one or more models that
possess increased sophistication and complexity, and the lack of data from field tests could also be
improved. Overall, the availability of published papers and results regarding ZVRT is still limited.
Zhang, Dou, and Burton et al. introduced the general physical structure of a variable-speed
pitch system for large-scale WTs [16–18]. Although the transmission and converter of every type of
large-scale WT have different physical structures, the variable-speed pitch systems in the WTs have
similar physical structures and control principles. However, there have been improvements to these
general physical structures in recent years. For example, the cabinet layout in every pitch subsystem
has changed from a 7-cabinet style to a 3-cabinet style, making the physical structure of the pitch
system more compact and reasonable.
Zhang presented a torque control modeling method for WTs [19]. Reference [17] presented
a linearized-modeling method of the aerodynamic system for WTs. These modeling methods provide
a premise for simulating a pitch system. The model must include the blades, a pitch angle control
strategy, pitch actuators, and the transmission of WTs in order to validate a control scheme for
a pitch system. In [20], a pitch angle control strategy based on fuzzy logic for variable-speed WTs
was proposed. The pitch angle control strategy, including the pitch servo system, can be referenced
and cited to model a pitch system. Reference [21] designed optimal output feedback controllers for
a linear model of a WT at different operating points optimized by a genetic algorithm. The process
of comparing these proposed controllers with a well-tuned proportional integral (PI) controller is
interesting, but the practicability and feasibility of such a replacement for operating WTs still need to
be proven. Chen presented a robust controller that adopts adaptive dynamic programming based on
reinforcement learning and system state data in [22]. The pitch variation commands from this controller
are relatively gradual, which reduces the energy consumption of the pitch actuator. Tang proposed an
active power control strategy that integrated rotor speed and pitch angle regulation; this approach
avoids the need for frequent pitch actuator actions while sustaining dispatched active power [23].
However, in practice, the reason given in [22,23] for reducing pitch actuator consumption may not
be recommended. Timely pitching is the main requirement for WTs because that aspect is a basic
safety rule; in contrast, the consumption of the pitch system is not a pressing issue for WT designers.
Considering the action delay of mechanical devices in a pitch system after a controller outputs pitching
commands, it is strongly suggested that the variations in the command effect timings should closely
mirror the actual conditions.
A limited-angle torque electromechanical actuator for low-speed micro wind turbines used for
overspeed protection is presented in [24]. The approach of improving overspeed protection control
(OPC) performance by adding hardware devices is widely used in this field. The design idea in this
article can be found in the OPC design of WTs. References [25,26] introduced the application of OPC in
nuclear power plants. In [25], different OPC strategies can be obtained by switching the trigger signals
or by selectively controlling the valves. The OPC system of WTs is not excessively complicated, so the
designs can be simplified. Thus, the OPC program in [26] can be partially applied to the OPC design
of WTs. In [27], a dynamic governor system model with a deflector control based on a pelton turbine,
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whose role is similar to that of thermal power overspeed protection, is developed. The purpose of
this technology was to govern speeds but was not intended as a safety design. The controller based
on the Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID) governor model might be utilizable in WT converters.
Mellal et al. addressed the availability and cost of an overspeed protection system for a gas power
plant [28]. OPC availability is quantified, and an availability and cost curve is presented in this article.
This issue is very interesting, and various types of power plants will have similar needs.
The method of testing OPC for thermal turbines was proposed by IEEE [29]. The suggested field
test method for LVRT, along with data processing formulas and some technical details regarding field
tests, is provided by IEC and IEEE [30,31]. However, to be usable for ZVRT, the test equipment needs to
be improved and imbued with this capability. The mobile equipment in Standard [30] cannot satisfy the
test requirements. Stationary equipment may be more applicable to ZVRT field tests. Standards [32,33]
in Australia provide a reasonable and sufficiently strict ride-through time, which is very important for
ZVRT field tests.
According to the literature review, the existing results have a disadvantage that can be
summarized as follows: no control scheme with a variable-speed pitch system exists for WTs in
ZVRT research. However, a control scheme that includes a pitch system is very necessary. No type of
variable-speed-pitch WT could ride-through a ZV dip without a control scheme for a pitch system.
Furthermore, the control scheme with a variable-speed pitch system for LVRT does not satisfy the
ZVRT requirements because, when a WT detects that the voltage at the PCC has dipped to 0%, the WT
controller will identify the WT as having lost its power supply. Then, an emergent fault status will
be triggered, and the pitch system will continue pitching towards a feather in this emergent mode
until the WT stops and self-locks. Obviously, a WT using this scheme cannot ride-through the ZV
dip condition.
Therefore, the paper proposes a holistic control scheme with a pitch system for WTs during
a ZVRT that can satisfy the ZVRT requirements to improve the grid-connection capability of WTs.
The contributions of this paper are as follows:
(1) proposal of a system-level control scheme with an electric variable-speed pitch system for
ZVRT in WTs that includes pitch system modeling, control logic, control circuits, and OPC, which is
first in ZVRT research;
(2) presentation of a fault analysis of an overspeed accident caused by a voltage dip that describes
the operating status at the moment of WT collapse along with presentation of the associated field data;
(3) correction of design flaws in the existing control scheme for LVRT that improves the fault
response performance of a pitch system;
(4) completion of a ZVRT field test based on an operating WT to verify the effectiveness of the
holistic control scheme with the variable-speed pitch system.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 shows the physical structure of
the variable-speed pitch system. Section 3 explains the modeling method of a pitch system including
the pitch angle control strategy. Section 4 introduces the control logic and control circuits for LVRT
and ZVRT. Section 5 designs a new OPC system for ZVRT in WTs. Section 6 presents the results of
the simulation, the laboratory test, and the field test to validate the effectiveness of the holistic control
scheme. Finally, Section 7 concludes and discusses future work.
2. Physical Structure of a Variable-Speed Pitch System
Although every type of WT has a different physical structure, the variable-speed pitch systems
of WTs have a similar physical structure. Figure 1a,b show that the pitchable blades absorb wind
energy and drive the hub and the shaft (and, ultimately, the generator) around the longitudinal axis.
A pitch system in a WT is composed of several separated subsystems. Each pitch subsystem, which
is installed in the hub and corresponds to a blade, has the same structure (shown in Figure 1c) and
function. A pitch subsystem has a servo motor and a reducer to drive the driving pinion that engages
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with the inner ring of the pitch bearing. The pitch bearing at the joint of the blade root and the hub
implement adjust the pitch angle of the blade, which is essential in controlling the power of WTs [16].
Figure 1d introduces the overall structure of a pitch subsystem. Both the WT power and the
batteries (or capacitors, as the backup power) provide direct current (DC) power and actuate the servo
motor through a pitch actuator. The WT power can actuate to pitch both towards feather and fine,
but the backup power can actuate to pitch towards feather only. The WT controller controls every
pitch controller and exchanges data with them. The pitch controller, actuator, servo motor, and encoder
form a control loop. The position sensor provides a correction for the encoder in the control.
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Figure 1. Physical structure of the variable-speed pitch system: (a) side view of the hub; (b) front view
of the hub; (c) perspective view of the hub; (d) schematic diagram of a pitch system.

3. Modeling and Variable-Speed Pitch Control
Theoretically, pitch control with a variable-speed pitch system for WTs is the process that adjusts
the pitch angles of the blades. As shown in Figure 1d, the WT controller sends the reference pitch
angles to the pitch controllers. To simulate the process, a WT model that includes both the aerodynamic
components and the pitch control strategy is necessary. The modeling parameters are shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Modeling parameters.
Parameter Category

Value

Parameter Category

Value

Rotor diameter
Rotor swept area
Rotor rated speed
Rotor speed range
Design tip speed ratio
Gear ratio
Pitch type

82.76 m
5384 m2
17.4 rpm
9.7 rpm–19.5 rpm
8.5
1:100.48
Electric pitch

Maximum torque of the driver
Rated torque of the driver
Rated power of the driver
Rated voltage of the driver
Brake torque of the pitch
Maximum pitch speed
Pitch response time

75 N·m
28.7 N·m
4.5 kW
29 V
100 N·m
8.3 deg/s
100 ms
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3.1. Wind Turbine Modeling
For an actual torque, the rotor speed can be maintained in proportion to the wind speed,
which means that the optimum tip speed ratio is maintained, and the power coefficient C p is
a maximum. The power coefficient indicates the fraction of the potential power in the wind, which
can be converted by the WT. It has a theoretical maximum value of 59.3% (the Betz limit). In practice,
perfectly tracking the optimum C p is always a target for the control performance of the pitch system.
The aerodynamic model can be expressed as (1) and (2) [19]:
P=

1
ρπR2 C p (λ, β)v3wind
2

(1)

Ta =

C p (λ, β) 2
1
ρπR3
vwind
2
λ

(2)

where P is the output power, Ta is the aerodynamic torque, ρ is the air density, R is the radius of
a blade, vwind is the wind speed, β is the pitch angle, and λ is the tip speed ratio.
C p (α, β) is given by (3) and (4) [19].
λ=

ωr R
1
0.003 −1
)
, λi = (
− 3
vwind
λ − 0.02β
β −1

C p (λ, β) = 0.73(

151
− 18.4
− 0.58β − 0.002β2.14 − 13.2)e λi
λi

(3)

(4)

where ωr is the angular speed of the rotor.
The dynamic response of ωr can be expressed as (5) [17]:
Jr ω̇r = Ta − Ts − Dr ωr ,

(5)

where Jr , ω̇r , Ts and Dr denote the rotational inertia of the rotor, the accelerated speed of the rotor,
the torque of the main shaft, and the damping coefficient of the rotor, respectively.
According to (2) and (5), Jr ω̇r is a nonlinear function of ωr , vwind and β, as shown in (6) [17]:
Jr ω̇r = f (ωr , vwind , β).

(6)

According to (2) and (6), the WT model is nonlinear. A linearized model is necessary for the
pitch controller. At the optimum point, the Taylor series expansion of (6) can be expressed as (7) [17].
The subscript op denotes at the optimum point:
Jr ω̇r = f (ωr_op , vwind_op , β op ) + [

+
2

∂f
∂f
∂f
∆ωr +
∆v
+
∆β]
∂ωr
∂vwind wind ∂β

1 ∂2 f
∂2 f
∂2 f
∂2 f
∂2 f
[ 2 (∆ωr )2 + 2 (∆vwind )2 + 2 (∆β)2 + 2
∆ωr ∆vwind + 2
∆v
∆β+
2! ∂ωr
∂ωr ∂vwind
∂vwind ∂β wind
∂β
∂vwind

(7)

∂2 f
∆ωr ∆β] + ...
∂ωr ∂β

where ∆ωr = ωr − ωr_op , ∆vwind = vwind − vwind_op , ∆β = β − β op .
Equation (3) deduces (8) [17].
∂λ
ωr R
λ
= 2
=−
∂vwind
vwind
vwind

(8)
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Supposing f (ωr_op , vwind_op , β op ) = 0, (7), and (8) can reduce to (9) [17].
Jr ω̇r =

∂f
∂f
∂f
|op · ∆ωr +
|op · ∆vwind + |op · ∆β
∂ωr
∂vwind
∂β

∂f

∂f

(9)

∂f

Supposing γ = ∂ωr |op , ζ = ∂v |op , and ξ = ∂β |op , (10) can be obtained and s is the Laplace
wind
operator. Then, (11) is deduced by (10) as a linearized model according to the Laplace transform [17]:
(10)

Jr s∆ωr (s) = γ∆ωr (s) + ζ∆vwind (s) + ξ∆β(s)
Supposing η = γ/Jr ,
∆ωr (s) = [

ζ
ξ
1
∆v
(s) + ∆β(s)] ·
.
Jr wind
Jr
s−η

(11)

3.2. Pitch Servo System
Figure 2 illustrates a typical pitch control system, including the PI controller, pitch servo,
and a nonlinear turbine model [20]. The pitch servo system consists of the actuator and motor shown
in Figure 1d. The pitch actuator is a nonlinear servo that generally rotates all of the blades or a part of
them. In the closed loop, the pitch servo can be modeled as an integrator or a first-order delay system
with a time constant τc . Equation (12) provides the dynamic behavior of this system [20]:
dβ
1
1
= − β + β re f
dt
τc
τc
dβ

dβ

(12)

dβ

where β min ≤ β ≤ β max , ( dt )min ≤ ( dt ) ≤ ( dt )max , and the subscripts min, max, and ref denote the
minimum, maximum, and reference values, respectively.
Pitch servo

ω
r_ref

ωr +

β
ref
k
kp+ i
s
PI controller

+

-

βmax

(dβ / dt)max

1
τc

1
s
(dβ / dt)
m in β

β

Nonlinear
turbine
plant

ωr

m in

Figure 2. Block diagram of a typical pitch control system.

3.3. Pitch Angle Control Strategy
Figure 3 illustrates the pitch control system with a linearized turbine model. The PI controller
receives the reference and measured turbine rotational speed, that is, ωrre f and ωr , respectively,
calculate the control error ωr − ωrre f and generate the pitch angle reference signal β re f . The pitch servo
is also a closed-loop system that can rotate the pitch angle β to track the reference signal. The adjusted
pitch angle will move the turbine rotational speed to the reference value, and therefore eliminate the
control error.

∆v
ωr_ref

ωr +

β
ref

βop

+
k
kp+ i +
s

+
1
τ c s+ 1 +

PI controller

wind ζ

ξ

+
+

ωr_op

1
s -γ
plant

Figure 3. Block diagram of the pitch angle control strategy.

+
+
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Figure 3 reveals the denominator of the transfer function for ωr (s) as (13) [20]:
H (s) =

s(s +

1
τc )( s − γ ) − ξ ( sk p
s(s + τ1c )(s − γ)

+ ki )

(13)

For stability, the components of the terms in the transfer function need to be positive. If the
optimum point is changed, the PI controller gains should be redesigned to maintain the dynamic
response and stability of the system.
4. Control Scheme for ZVRT
By definition, the voltage dip at the PCC is a fault for WTs. However, the ride-through process
requires WTs to not disconnect from the grid, based on the premise that the WTs are running safely.
Therefore, the control scheme during a ZVRT or an LVRT for a WT is actually a safety control scheme
in the fault status.
4.1. Design of Control Logic during an FRT
There are three control modes in the WT controller: normal, fast, and emergent modes; the latter
two of which are used to deal with faults. In fast mode, the pitch system pitches towards feather.
In emergent mode, the WT controller outputs an emergency feather command (EFC). The pitch system
will not only feather to the limit but also ignore other commands until the WT stops and selflocks.
Many fault indicators are defined in the WT controller to reflect the operating status of the WT.
Any high-level output from the indicators triggers the fault status, and the WT controller switches fast
or emergent mode. The logic is shown in Figure 4. In particular, a turn-off delayer (TOF) is added after
the OR logic operation, which contributes to maintaining the input of the TOF for 4 s. The sampling
period in the WT controller is 20 ms. A total time of 4 s or 200 periods aims to ensure that there is
sufficient time for communication, signal processing, and device action when the OR logic operation
outputs a high level.









 






Figure 4. The control logic of triggering the fault(error) status for WTs.

Different from other fault indicators, the 18 error variables shown in Table 2 indicate that the WT
has been operated in an emergency and must be stopped and checked as soon as possible. As shown in
Figure 5, the variables (from V1 to V18) control the nodes (from K1 to K18) of a safe loop. Any output
variation of the variables indicates the breakup of a node, which would lead to an interruption of the
loop and the emergent mode in the WT controller. The threshold values of the variables are shown in
Table 3.
Safe Loop
V1

V2

V17

V18

-K17

-K18

ĂĂ

-K1

-K2

Figure 5. Schematic diagram of the safe loop.
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Table 2. Error variables to interrupt the safe loop.
Fault Category

Fault Name

Overspeed
Yaw
Vibration
Others
Controller
Controller
Controller
Controller
Controller
Pitch
Pitch
Pitch
Pitch
Pitch
Pitch
Pitch
Pitch
Pitch

Overspeed error in rotor
Cable twist error
Vibration error in nacelle
Stop command disabled error
Safety system controller error
Safety system program error
Manual emergent stop
Overspeed protection error
Programmable logic controller error
Pitch position error
Pitch communication error
Pitch battery error
Pitch battery charger error
Pitch converter error
Direct current monitoring error in the pitch converter
Power supply fuse error
Interrupting safe loop request from the pitch controller
Emergency status in the pitch system

Table 3. Threshold values of the fault variables.
Fault Variable

Threshold Value

Limit rotor speed in fast mode
Limit rotor speed in emergency mode
Detection D-value of the rotor speed
Nacelle vibration acceleration
Limit yaw position of the unwinding cable
Limit yaw position
Minimum yaw speed
Detection D-value of the pitch angle
Delay time for the maximum detection difference of the pitch angle
Angle of the starting pitch
Upper limit temperature of the pitch battery box
Lower limit temperature of the pitch battery box
Upper limit temperature of the pitch converter
Lower limit temperature of the pitch converter
Upper limit temperature of the pitch motor
Lower limit temperature of the pitch motor
Maximum pitch speed
Maximum pitch acceleration

19.5 rpm
20.35 rpm
1.3 rpm
0.15 g
690 deg
750 deg
0.2 deg/s
2 deg
2s
50 deg
65 ◦ C
−10 ◦ C
90 ◦ C
0 ◦C
140 ◦ C
−30 ◦ C
10 deg/s
20 deg/s2

For the pitch system, the three modes in a WT controller correspond to three feather methods
(normal-feathering, fast-feathering, and emergent-feathering), which can be distinguished by the
pitching (towards feather) speeds (4.0, 5.5 and 7.0 deg/s) and the feather limit (pitch angles: 89◦ , 89◦
and 91◦ ). The normal-feathering method is used for a WT in normal operation. When the WT switches
the fault status, the pitch system will adopt the fast-feathering method. The pitch system receives the
control commands from the WT controller periodically in the normal-feathering and fast-feathering
methods and adjusts the pitching actions immediately according to the commands. However, once
the emergent mode is confirmed by the WT controller, the pitch system ignores all the commands,
continues pitching towards feather until the pitch angle reaches 91◦ , and can only be unlocked
manually, which means that the WT may have critical failures and should be analyzed carefully.
There are two types of power supplies for the pitch controllers of the WT power: DC 24 V and
an uninterrupted power supply (UPS, DC 24 V). In normal mode, the pitch controller uses the WT
power: DC 24 V, and the pitch actuator including the servo motor uses the WT power. In emergent
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mode, the pitch controller uses the UPS, and the pitch actuator uses the backup power. In fast mode,
the pitch system generally uses the WT power unless the voltage of the WT power is lower than a
threshold value. However, this fault will trigger more WT faults.
As mentioned previously, the control process by the control logic for LVRT (the existing design)
can be described as follows. Once a low-voltage (LV) dip at the PCC is detected, the WT controller
outputs an LVRT-starting signal, and the pitch system executes the fast-feathering method. During the
LVRT, if the PCC voltage returns to normal, the WT controller outputs an LVRT-ending signal and
a pitch angle based on Section 3.3; then, the pitch system pitches in normal mode. In this period,
the pitch system generally runs on the WT power, the voltage of which is detected periodically.
However, the existing design will not work for the ZVRT condition. Once a ZV dip occurs, the
WT controller does not recognize it as a clear LV dip, but cannot determine if it is a power-loss case,
and thus, the safe loop is interrupted almost simultaneously.
Therefore, to ride through, the control scheme during a ZV dip has been improved.
First, the voltage dips at the PCC are differentiated. Voltages at the PCC between 5% p.u. and
90% p.u. are regarded as an LV dip. When a ZV dip (the voltage at PCC is between 0% p.u. and 5%
p.u.) is detected, the pitch system still acts by the fast-feathering method as with an LVRT within a
certain time. The time is set to 1000 ms because the model in Article [12] theoretically simulates the
maximum time of a ZVRT as nearly 950 ms. After this time, the uncleared ZV dip is regarded as a
power-loss case, and the WT controller outputs an EFC. Second, to avoid the power-loss risk, the UPS
and backup power are enabled as power supplies for the pitch controller and pitch actuator during a
ZVRT. Third, the OPC system of WTs is redesigned to avoid the overspeed error in the rotor caused by
untimely pitching.
4.2. Design of Control Circuit during an FRT
The control circuit is designed to execute the control logic in Section 4.1, which involves the WT
controller, pitch controller, pitch actuator, and pitch power in Figure 1. For the pitch system, a major
function of the control circuit is switching or selecting the power for the pitch actuator.
4.2.1. Control Circuit for LVRT
The LVRT control circuit is shown in Figure 6. Figure 6a introduces the control structure of
a DC contactor. Contacts 1–4 are the main contacts. Contacts 11, 12, and 14 are auxiliary contacts.
Contact 11 is a common port. Contact 12 is a normally closed (NC) contact. Contact 14 is a normally
open (NO) contact. When Coils A1 and A2 operate, Contacts 1–4, 11, and 14 are synchronized to
operate. Contact 12 executes a reverse action. Elements 6K3 and 5K1 in Figure 6b are DC contactors.
304S1 is a manual switch. Module KL2134 is a 4-channel digital output terminal for electrical isolation,
which provides binary control signals [34]. KL2134 will output a high level when a combination of
the following conditions is true. (1) The pitch angle reaches 91◦ . (2) The pitch actuator is fault-free.
(3) The WT controller outputs a reset command. KL2134 and 304S1 together provide a bypass circuit.
Figure 6c is the power-switching circuit of the pitch actuator (including the servo motor).
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Figure 6. Control circuit for LVRT. (a) schematic diagram of DC contactor; (b) control circuit for LVRT;
(c) power switching circuit.

The control process can be described as follows. In normal mode, the EFC signal continuously
outputs a high level. Contacts 11 and 12 of 6K3 operate. The A1 side of 5K1 receives the high level and
Contacts 1–4 of 5K1 operate. At the same time, Contacts 11 and 12 of 5K1 release, which keeps A1, A2,
and Contacts 1–4 of 6K3 released. The WT power is enabled for the pitch actuator.
When the safe loop is interrupted, the EFC signal outputs a low level. However, at the moment of
interruption, Contacts 11 and 12 of 6K3 keep operating, which triggers A1 and A2 of 5K1 release. Then,
Contacts 11 and 12 of 5K1 operate, and Contacts 1–4 of 5K1 release. Next, A1, A2, and Contacts 1–4
of 6K3 operate, and Contacts 11 and 12 of 5K1 release. Finally, the backup power is enabled, and the
pitch system starts to feather in emergent mode. Using this design, 5K1 and 6K3 implement a mutex in
the control logic.
As mentioned above, a safe loop interruption can only be restored manually. After the WT stops,
the backup power will be enabled. When the fault is cleared, the WT power needs to be enabled for
pitching towards fine. The bypass circuit in Figure 6b is designed for this power switching requirement,
which aims to temporarily span the EFC signal. When 304S1 is closed, the bypass circuit outputs
a high level to make A1 and A2 of 5K1 operate and finally enable the WT power (A1 and A2 of 5K1
operating causes Contacts 11 and 12 of 5K1 to release and Contacts 1–4 of 5K1 to operate. Then, A1 and
A2 and Contacts 1–4 of 6K3 release.). KL2134 is actually a redundancy design for the bypass circuit.
If it is verified that there is no fault for the WT and the emergent mode is triggered just because an EFC
signal outputs incorrectly, KL2134 provides a remote-restoring method for the WT by resetting the WT
controller. Conditions (1) and (2) for KL2134 outputting a high level particularly limit the scope of
application of KL2134, which means that KL2134 outputs a high level only if the blade has reached
a feather limit and there are no faults in the pitch system.
4.2.2. Flaw Analysis of Control Circuit for LVRT
A WT operating in Liaoning, China, collapsed on 6 May 2017, due to an LV dip. The cause analysis
indicates conclusively that there were design flaws in the LVRT control circuit. The analysis process
can be described as follows.
Figure 7 demonstrates the operating status of the WT at the moment of collapse based on data in
the emergent record of the WT. The pitch angle of Blade 1 and the A-phase grid voltage are presented
as examples of the pitch angles (of three blades) and 3-phase grid voltages. For convenience, all the
actual values are converted to the p.u. values.
As shown in Figure 7, the grid voltage decreased to 0.8 p.u. at the 26th second, which triggered an
LVRT starting signal. The dip also caused a voltage fluctuation of the WT power (The emergent record
showed that the WT power fluctuated between 182.39 V and 400 V). According to the LVRT control
logic, the threshold value triggering the pitch system to switch to backup power during an LVRT was
set as 115 V. Therefore, the backup power was not enabled for the voltage fault of the WT power during
the collapse.
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The WT Status at the Collapse Moment
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Figure 7. The operating status of the WT at the moment of collapse. The p.u. values of the rotor speed,
generator torque, pitch position, and grid voltage are 20.35 rpm, 100 N·m, 10◦ , and 380 V, respectively.

Then, the WT controller outputted the pitch communication error in Table 2. After the safe
loop was interrupted, the WT-stopping command outputted a high level. However, the pitch
position revealed that the pitch system did not act, and the WT converter decreased the reference
electromagnetic torque of the DFIG in a timely manner. Next, the rotor speed increased to more than
1.7 times the upper limit, and the WT controller output the overspeed error, grid disconnection error,
high temperature of the winding in the generator, and high temperature of the bearing of the generator
in this order. Finally, the transmission system of the WT disintegrated, the blades broke, and the WT
went offline from the monitoring system. The collapse process lasted 250 s (after 250 s, most of the
curves returned to zero, which meant that the WT had already collapsed), and the largest rotor speed
of the generator was over 3500 rpm.
The immediate cause of the accident was the overspeed error in the rotor. The model in Section 3.1
is used to simulate an extreme case. Suppose that Blade 2 and Blade 3 cannot pitch due to faults.
The results in Figure 8 indicate that the rotor speed would be held at a safety level even if there was
only one blade that could be feathered. Then, it could be concluded that any one of the feathered
blades would effectively decrease the rotor speed, which means the pitching load is reasonable.
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Figure 8. Simulation results of the extreme case of the WT in an accident. The p.u. values of the pitch
angle and rotor speed are 58.20◦ and 9.3 rad/s, respectively.
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To further analyze this example, all the wrecked devices of the pitch system in this accident
were detected carefully. The key point occurred when KL2134 continuously outputted a high level
because the inner signal channel short-circuited. As shown in Figure 6, if KL2134 outputs a high level
incorrectly and continuously, A1, A2, and Contacts 1–4 of 5K1 continue operating, which prevents
Contacts 1–4 of 6K3 from operating, and the backup power cannot be enabled. When the WT power
could not provide the power for pitching during the LV dip, the pitch system thoroughly lost power
for pitching and could not feather.
4.2.3. Improved Control Circuit for ZVRT
It is probable that inner damage occurred to all modules. Thus, the flaw is not a faulty KL2134
module that should be replaced but a design flaw in which the control circuit lacks safety redundancy.
The control circuit in Figure 6b is redesigned for the bypass circuit and the (signal) input part. As
shown in the red box in Figure 9, DC contactors 1K1 and 2k3 are added in the bypass circuit, and their
structures are shown in Figure 6a. Contacts 1–4 are the main contacts of 1K1. Module KL1104 is
a 4-channel digital input terminal for electrical isolation, which detects the input level periodically as
a monitor [35]. The conditions of KL2134-1 outputting a high level are identical with those of KL2134
in Figure 6b. However, the condition of KL2134-2 outputting a high level is that the WT controller
provides a ZVRT-ending command. 208F9 is an air switch to isolate the UPS from the contacts.
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Figure 9. Improved control circuit for ZVRT.

When KL2134-1 outputs a high level according to the WT power command, A1, A2, and
Contacts1–4 of 1K1 operate, and the bypass circuit outputs a high level from DC:24V (UPS).
When KL2134-1 outputs a high level incorrectly and continuously, KL1104 will continuously detect
the high level from DC:24V (UPS). To emphasize this point, both the WT controller command and
fault will make KL2134-1 output a high level, but the reset command from the WT controller will be
maintained for 4 s, which has the same design as that shown in Figure 4. KL1104 only detects a high
level if the time is longer than 4 s, and it would output a high level for the WT controller, which means
that KL2134-1 has been damaged.
KL2134-2 is added for the ZVRT-starting signal in the blue box in Figure 9. When the
ZVRT-starting signal outputs a high level, the backup power will be enabled. However, when the
ZVRT status ends, the WT power needs to be enabled for pitching towards fine. The WT controller
outputs a ZVRT-ending signal that lasts for 4 s for KL2134-2, and KL2134-2 outputs a high level.
2K3 and KL1104-2 act in the same way as 1K1 and KL1104-1.
5. Overspeed Protection Control (OPC)
Section 4.1 indicates the importance of overspeed protection during a ZVRT. The overspeed
protection during a ZVRT provides a necessary safety redundancy for WTs to respond to power-loss
risks and not-pitching failures. The pitch system is exactly the executor of OPC.
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The existing OPC scheme is shown in Figure 10. Sensors are installed in different locations in
the nacelle and measure different types of rotor speeds, such as the shaft speed and the rotor speed
in the generator. The OPC1 module is installed in the WT controller cabinet and receives the rotor
speed data from the sensors. If any rotor speed is beyond the threshold value, the OPC1 module
will send an overspeed signal to the WT controller. Then, the WT controller will interrupt the safe
loop and output an EFC to the pitch controller. The EFC signal will output a low level to enable the
backup power (explained in Figure 6) because the NC contact K1 turns to open. However, the OPC
devices in the existing scheme are far away from the pitch system in the structure, which produces
a substantial amount of long-distance signal transmission. Section 4.2.2 and Appendix B confirm that
there may be some failures in the long-distance signal transmission, which will eventually lead to
not-pitching failures. Furthermore, in the control logic during a ZVRT, the pitch system will pitch by
the fast-feathering method in the first 1000 ms. If the ZV dip is exactly a power-loss situation, the pitch
system might lose communication and power supply after 1000 ms, resulting in an overspeed risk.
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Figure 10. The existing OPC scheme.

Therefore, an improved OPC scheme is proposed, as shown in Figure 11. For the improved
scheme, three sensors are installed in the hub to measure one type of rotor speed, the hub speed.
A new OPC module (OPC2) separated from the WT controller is designed and installed in the pitch
controller cabinet in the hub, which is directly connected with the pitch controller. The OPC2 module
receives the rotor speed data from the three sensors. Once it outputs an overspeed signal, the pitch
controller will interrupt the safe loop immediately, although the overspeed signal has been sent to
the WT controller at the same time. The OPC2 module provides an additional protection for WTs,
compared with the existing OPC scheme. The pitch controller in the improved scheme has a greater
control authority, and the control process based on the OPC2 module will occur in the hub only,
which can effectively reduce failures.
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Figure 11. The improved OPC scheme.

The three photoelectric sensors (proximity switches) and corresponding limit irons used to locate
the sensors need to be embedded in the hub. They are 120◦ apart from each other. The installation
diagram is shown in Figure 12, and Figure 13 shows the installation of the OPC2 module in the pitch
controller cabinet.
Hub holder
Hub holder
Sensor holder
Hub hood

Sensor holder
Hub hood

Sensor holder
Photoelectric
sensor
Limit iron

Photoelectric
sensor

Hub hood
Limit iron
(a)

Hub flange
(b)

(c)

Figure 12. Installation diagram of sensors and mechanical devices. (a) is the lateral view, (b) is the
front view, and (c) is a perspective drawing.

The OPC Module

Figure 13. Installation diagram of the OPC2 module in the pitch controller cabinet.
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The control logic of the OPC2 module is shown in Figure 14. Every sensor provides a speed and
a state, which indicates whether or not it is working normally in a sampling period. Three speeds will
be transferred as three overspeed states as the inputs in Figure 15 [26].
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Figure 14. The control logic of the OPC2 module.






 



   





























































  

Figure 15. The improved 2-out-of-3 circuit.

An improved 2-out-of-3 circuit is used in the state judgement in Figure 14. If two high levels
of the three overspeed states are detected, the module will output a high level (overspeed signal).
Furthermore, a 1-out-of-2 circuit is added in the 2-out-of-3 circuit, the control logic of which is if one
of the three incorrectly working sensors, and one high level in the two remaining overspeed states
will trigger a high level of the module output. If two sensors work incorrectly, the OPC2 will send
an overspeed signal directly.
6. Validation and Test Results
The effectiveness validation of the holistic control scheme is based on laboratory tests and field
tests. The laboratory tests are used to test the OPC function in Section 5 and validate the effectiveness
of the control circuit in Section 4.2.3. The pitching performance of a WT is evaluated during a ZVRT
(simulating an overspeed condition on an operating WT is definitely forbidden). The field tests are
used to validate the effectiveness of the control logic in Section 4.1 during a ZVRT.
First, a set of rotor speeds is inputted into the OPC2 module. As shown in Figure 16, the
rotor speeds continue increasing linearly until reaching 20.35 rpm (1.17 p.u.) in the first 11.5 s,
remain unchanged for the next 10 s, and then decrease linearly to 0. The EFC-triggering curve in
Figure 16 illustrates that the module can output a correct command (an overspeed signal), interrupt
the safe loop in time, and hold the command even if the rotor speeds decrease in the last 11.5 s, which
means that the module could execute a required OPC function.
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Functional test results in the laboratory
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Figure 16. Functional test results of the new OPC module in the laboratory. On the y-axis, a value of 1
for the EFC triggering indicates the high level, and the p.u. value of the rotor speed is 17.4 rpm.

Second, a laboratory test, as shown in Figure 17, is conducted. The laboratory test could simulate
the power-loss condition (the three-phase voltages at PCC dip to 0%, approximately). The dragging
motor is to simulate the condition (torque) of pitching one blade. The pitch actuator is installed under
the pitch controller in the axisbox. The model, which runs on a computer (not shown in Figure 17),
simulates the WT controller using the pitch angle control strategy in Section 3.3, and the control logic
in Section 4.1.
'UDJJLQJPRWRU
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6HUYRPRWRU

:7SRZHU
$[LVER[
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3LWFKDFWXDWRU
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Figure 17. Schematic diagram of the laboratory test.

The test also selects a set of field data (such as the wind speed curve in Figure 18). To meet the
field conditions, the threshold value of triggering an overspeed signal in OPC2 module is temporarily
reset to 15 rpm. Therefore, a wind speed reaching 0.5 p.u. will trigger an EFC at the moment of 0 s
in Figure 18. All pitch angles for the three blades reach 91◦ in 10 s, proving the effectiveness of the
control circuit in Section 4.2.3 and the OPC system. The following performance of the three pitch
subsystems is even beyond the design requirement. The reference pitch angle rises from 0◦ to 72◦ in
the 10 s, which means that the reference pitching speed is nearly 7 deg/s. However, the actual pitching
speed can reach nearly 9 deg/s because any pitching speed greater than 7 deg/s will be encouraged in
the emergent mode. The WT controller will output a fault only for a value less than 7 deg/s.
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Test results in the laboratory
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Figure 18. Test results in the laboratory. The p.u. values of the pitch angle, generator speed and wind
speed are 91◦ , 1750 rpm and 11 m/s, respectively.

Finally, an operating WT in Hebei, China, is transformed with the holistic control scheme, and
then a field test of ZVRT is conducted according to the test method suggested by IEC [30] (the ZV
conditions are simulated according to Figure 19). The ride-through period is defined as 430 ms
according to the South Australian standard [32], which is the strictest in the world [12]. The active
power of the WT shown in Figure 20 indicates that the WT has ridden through a ZV dip successfully
and not triggered the emergent mode during ZVRT. The pitch angle in Figure 20 verifies that the pitch
system does execute a feather command at the start of the ZV dip and a fine command at the end of
the ZV dip successfully according to the control logic in Section 4.1.
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Figure 19. The method of the ZVRT field test.
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The pitch performance during a ZVRT in the field test
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Figure 20. Results of the field test. The p.u. values of the reference pitch angle, active power, and
wind speed are 10◦ , 2 MW and 10 m/s, respectively. The fault condition is a three-phase (symmetrical)
voltage dip.

The results of the laboratory and field tests demonstrate the effectiveness of the holistic control
scheme and that it satisfies the ZVRT requirements for a WT. The control scheme also has the advantage
of contributing to improving the grid-connection capability of WTs, as described in Section 1.
7. Conclusions and Future Work
The early work for this study confirmed that the control scheme with the variable-speed pitch
system for WTs during a LVRT cannot satisfy the ZVRT requirements because the WT controllers using
this scheme cannot distinguish a ZVRT status from a power-loss condition.
This paper first proposes a holistic control scheme for the pitch system during a ZVRT that
mainly includes the control logic programmed into the WT and pitch controllers, some control circuits,
and the OPC system. According to the test results, the proposed control scheme perfects the fault
response technology and improves the grid-connection performance for WTs. The following additional
conclusions can be made:
(1) It is highly important to model the mechanical devices in the aerodynamic and pitch systems
to simulate the pitching process. The aerodynamic parameters in Table 1 are used to calculate the
torque of pitching the blade, which is the basis of simulating the pitching process. The parameters of
the pitch driver (servo motor) in Table 1 should match the torque.
(2) If the blade in Table 1 was replaced with a larger one (the aerodynamic parameters were
changed), the pitching torque would be increased. It would be hard for the pitch driver in Table 1 to
pitch the larger blade. The pitching speed in test results would be decreased and the pitching time
would be longer, which meant a worse pitching performance. Conversely, the pitching speed would
be increased in a certain extent and the pitching time would be shorter, which meant a better pitching
performance.
(3) Monitoring and protective devices are critical for the primary control circuits in WTs.
Control device damage is unavoidable during operation, but incorrect outputs of the primary control
circuits can lead to emergencies. Therefore, the stability of the control device should be reconsidered
when WTs are operating (or are about to operate) in extreme environments (high-temperature,
high-humidity, high-dust, etc).
Some limitations of this study and future work are summarized as follows:
(1) Further observation and research on the adaptability and robustness of the control scheme,
supported by more data from long-running systems under various external environments and grid
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conditions would be useful. It is suggested that several WTs be equipped with the proposed scheme in
an environment to suppress occasional interference.
(2) The emergent-feathering performance of WTs should be tested periodically using the control
scheme with a pitch system. An improved test method is provided in the Appendix B.
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Appendix A. Standard Grid Codes for LVRT and ZVRT
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Figure A1. Standard curves in grid codes for LVRT and ZVRT. The LVRT and ZVRT curves shown
using the grid codes for China and South Australia [32,36].
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Appendix B. Regular Test Method of Emergent-Feathering
It is stipulated in the WT design documents that the emergent-feathering performance must be
tested regularly. The period is usually three months or half a year. The common method is to interrupt
the safe loop intentionally to simulate an emergency and then to observe the pitch performance.
On 25 December 2018, a 3 MW WT operating in Hebei, China, could not feather during the
test until the UPS in the WT controller was cut off in the emergency. After analysis, the accident
might be correlated with the design flaws in Section 4.2. The accident process can be summarized
as follows. First, two signal slides, the EFC signal in Figure 6 and 24 V UPS, were connected in the
slip ring (the slip ring of a WT has limited space but a complicated wiring design and is a mechanical
rotating device, and thus breakover errors are typically unavoidable). Then, when the safe loop
was interrupted, the WT disconnected from the grid, which meant that the WT lost electromagnetic
torque. Finally, driven by the mechanical torque, the aerodynamic system of the WT rotated with an
overspeed, and the operating status is shown in Figure A2.

The operating status at the fault moment
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Figure A2. The operating status of the WT at the fault moment. The p.u. values of the electromagnetic
torque, generator speed, rotor(hub) speed, and wind speed are 4300 N*m, 1200 rpm, 12.9 rpm, and
10 m/s, respectively.

Figure A2 also shows that the rotor speed will double in approximately 70 s for the conditions of
losing the electromagnetic torque and not-pitching, even if the wind speed is very low (nearly 4 m/s).
Overall, the improved test method is suggested as follows on the condition that the wind speed is
less than 6 m/s and there is no rain.
(1) Stop the WT, lock the hub with bolts, check the pressure of the hydraulic pressure station,
and pitch just one blade towards fine to 0◦ manually using the WT power.
(2) Press the EFC button in the WT controller cabinet, which also enables the backup power for
the pitch system.
(3) Measure the capacitor voltages or battery impedances in the backup power.
(4) Repeat the above steps two times, and draw three feather curves in one plot for three blades
(the x-axis represents the feather time, and the y-axis records the pitch angle, such as Figure 18).
The qualified performances can be defined as follows.
(1) Three pitch angles have finally reached 91◦ .
(2) The entire feather time is less than 15 s. It will be also acceptable that the feather times in two
tests are both less than 17 s, and all pitch angles reach 91◦ . When the air temperature is below −20 ◦ C,
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the limit of 17 s can be broadened to 21 s, but the capacitor voltages or battery impedances should
meet the requirements.
(3) The feather curves should be smooth, and the following performance should satisfy the
requirement that the differences among the pitch angles should be less than 10◦ at any moment.
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